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almost thirteen years have passed since the unearthing of
the dead sea scrolls A great deal has been accomplished since
that momentous event in 1947 texts from cave 1I which include
the seven manuscripts of the original shepherd find are now
almost completely published and are available in several english
translations 1 in spite of early skepticism on the part of some
scholars the genuineness of these scrolls is now well estab-
lished 2 most scholars have agreed that the manuscripts are
authentic and that they are to be dated between the second
century BC and the first century of the christian era in addi-
tion the preliminary process of identifying the numerous bits
and fragments from cave IV assumed to have been the chief
cache of the qumranquaran community is almost completed however
the tasks of transcription textual study and interpretation are
yet to be accomplished before these documents will be ready for
publication

the ruins at qumranquaran were carefully excavated aerial pho-
tographyto aided in the reconstruction of the site models of the
settlement diagrams photographs and maps of the area have
now been made available for study 3 in the meantime research
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continues numerous caves in the cliffs along the northwest
edge of the dead sea have been examined but not all of them
have produced manuscripts As late as february 1960 new
caves were opened along the israeli sector of the dead sea
some forty three miles south of wadi qumranquaran the results and
significance of these recent excavations have not yet been de-
terminedtermined or at least if they have been determined their sig-
nificancenificance has not yet been made public

no archaeological discovery of the past one hundred years
has received the acclaim and publicity of the dead sea scrolls
literally hundreds of articles and books both professional and
popular have appeared not to mention numerous journalistic
interpretations appearing in newspapers and magazines across
the country the spectacular details of the discovery aroused
public interest but the claims and counterclaimscounterclaims asserted by
some denominational propagandists were the cause of unusual
excitement one writer commenting upon this rash of scroll
publicity said the christians are crazy the jews are crazy
also all the world is scroll crazy 4 another lamented

the sectarianssectarians have already gathered on the fragmented
carcass like yellow jackets on the picnic ham striving to
carry away such theological delicacies as suit their taste 5

everyone it seemed was attempting to strengthen his own theo-
logical position in some instances lust for proof undoubtedly
led to premature and unwarranted conclusions

bible scholarship has not been undone by the discovery of
the dead sea scrolls the experts have not panicked on the
contrary new insights resulting from scroll studies have been
received with enthusiasm some earlier theories concerning text
families problems of authorship and date of specific books
have been examinedreexaminedre and several such theories have already
been revised scholarly views have differed at times the con-
troversytroversy over particular issues has been intense but disagree-
ment was to be expected during the initial stages of interpreta-
tion it would have been unusual indeed not to have contro-
versy the caution on the part of some scholars the theory and
counter theory the argument and the debate should not have

R V flewelling sea scroll madness the personalist october 1957
p 341

ibid17hid p 342
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been interpreted as panic or retreat As A L haberman
pointed out there has never been an important archaeological
find in history which has not evoked a controversy already
from thqtha exchange of viewsviews significant areas of agreement
have been found

what then isis the current situation regarding the scroll
studies have recent interpretations affected christian theolo-
gies what are scholarly opinions concerning the connection
between the qumranquaran community and the new testament
church it is time to examine these and other problems not
with the intent to prove a theology but rather to inform our-
selves concerning the latest and the most significant develop-
ments inin scroll studies

in this paper I1 propose 1 to reviewreview briefly the story of
the scroll discoveries and to survey the contents of the qumranquaran
library 2 to discuss the people of the scrolls their identity
origin and teachings and 3 to elaborate upon possible his-
torical and theological connections between the qumranquaran com-
munity and the early christian church

I1

the account of the exploration of the qumranquaran area the
purchase of fragments from the bedouin tribesmen and other
details have been reported inin numerous publications it shall be
sufficient for our purpose therefore to sketch only the high
points of the story 7

the first scrolls appeared from cave I1 inin the spring of
1947 apparently the discovery was accidental the details are
confused and contradictory it would be impossible at this date
to recover the true historical facts for legend and myth have
already entered the picture nevertheless this basic historical
outline persists during the early summer of 1947 bedouin

A L haberman the dead sea scrolls A survey and new inter-
pretationpretation judaism V fall issue 1956 ppap 306315306 315 the discovery of the
famous codex sinaiticusSinai ticus produced similar reactions among scholars of the ninenine-
teenth century

for a more detailed account of the circumstances of discovery see J M
allegro the dead sea scrolls penguin books 1956 ppap 153415 34 other early
accounts appear inin the following M burrows the dead sea scrolls new
york 1955 ppap 3283 28 mar A Y samuel the purchase of the dead sea
scrolls biblical archaeologist XII may 1959 ppap 265126 51 john C trever
the discovery of the scrolls biblical archaeologist XI september 1948

ppap 465746 57
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youths presumably herding goats in the wilderness between
jerusalem and the northwest coast of the dead sea accidentally
stumbled upon the cave and its contents A second version of the
story suggests that the discoverers were en route to bethlehem
with contraband merchandise they had apparently followed a
route through this desolate area in order to avoid legal points
of entry in any event the cave was discovered speaking of
these circumstances and of the events which followed frank
cross one of the foremost american scholars working with the
scrolls said

in the year between the bedouin discovery and the first
press releases announcing the discovery to the world there
was confusion blundering and intrigue at least one
and probably several clandestine excavations ravaged the cave
sites additional materials came to light there is evidence that
a considerable amount of precious material was destroyed in
the process 8

almost a year passed before the manuscript material filtered
out from bedouin hands the first collection came to the atten-
tion of E L sukenik of the hebrew university the second
came to light by way of the syrian orthodox metropolitan of
jerusalem largely through the efforts of the american school
of oriental research on april 11 1948 first announcements
concerning the second lot were made public through the press
professor sukenik announced the existence of the hebrew uni-
versity collection two weeks later

arab israeli hostilities delayed official investigation of
cave I1 from 1948 until the early months of 1949 from january
through march of that year fragments from seventy different
manuscripts were recovered from the debris piled outside the
cave activity ceased momentarily at this date for many as-
sumed that cave I1 was an isolated phenomenon however new
documents appeared for sale in jerusalem in the fall of 1951

then it became obvious that cave I1 was not an isolated cache
but part of an elaborate pattern at the same time it seemed
likely that there might be significant connections between the
caves the scrolls and the ruins located nearby on the qumranquaran
plateau the location of these ruins had been known to archae-
ologists as early as 1851 and had been identified as the rem

cross op atcitcirclr p 4
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nants of an ancient roman fortress slowly said cross
a new pattern began to emerge the scrolls belonged to

an ancient people who occupied the caves north and south of
khirbet qumranquaran and the ruinruin was precisely the essene desert
retreat remarked by the roman historian pliny 9

the stories of subsequent cave and manuscript discoveries
are complicated between the years 1951 and 1955 no fewer
than five campaigns were carried out to excavate the ruins at
qumranquaran in addition resources of the american french and
british schools were combined and systematic exploration di-
rected chiefly by lancaster harding and roland devaux cov-
ered an area five miles in length along the cliffs some
hundreds of yards above the dead sea also ta amireh tribes-
men who had found the digging to be somewhat profitable
continued their patient search inin the area of wadi murabbacurabba at
approximately twelve miles south of qumranquaran scientific inves-
tigationti followed through early 1952 both in this area and again
among the cliffs adjacent to qumranquaran altogether more than
two hundred and thirty caves were examined As an aid in
classification caves containing significant artifacts and scroll
fragments were assigned numbers 11II and 111IIIlii in the summer of
1952 tribesmen worked the marl caves at a lower altitude and
discovered cave IV which subsequently proved to be the prin-
cipal cache of the essene community 10 caves V and VI were
located in conjunction with cave IV and after almost three
years of quiet in the spring of 1955 caves VII through X were
added to the already impressive list of discoveries cave XI
which contained materials almost as significant as caves I1 and
IV was located still later about a mile to the north

the library of qumranquaran was extensive some complete manu-
scripts were recovered but most of the materials were fragmen-
tary decayed and warped consequently they were extremely
difficult to handle the bulk of the material was far greater

ibid p 11

the marl caves caves IVXIV X were notnaturalnonnaturalnot natural caves but were apparently
dug by the qumranquaran settlers for use as living quarters it is possible however
that these caves were originally intended to be used as tombs by a much earlier
people ath9th 6thath century B CC

many of these fragments were purchased from bedouin tribesmen at the
rate of 2802.80280 per square centimeter donors from many lands including several
universities in this country as well as in europe aided in the purchases by
agreement the manuscript fragments are to remain in the palestine archaeologiarchaeology
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than anyone had anticipated therefore an international inter-
confessional team of eight scholars was assigned the task of
analysis identification and translation 12 the following is a
survey of the major documents from the qumranquaran library based
largely upon the excellent analysis of frank cross the ancient
library of quaranqumranQ umran13

cave I1 discovered spring 1947
location in the line of cliffs above khirbet qumranquaran

and north about two miles
contents isaiah scroll

commentary on habakkuk
manual of discipline A statement of the creed and

conduct of the sect
fragment copy of isaiah
collection of thanksgiving psalms
the order of battle between the sons of light and

the sons of darkness
A genesis apocryphon 14

additional manuscript fragments from biblical
apocryphal and apocalyptic writings

cave 11II discovered february 1952
location A few hundred yards south of cave I1 in the

cliffs above qumranquaran
contents A few fragments from the apocryphal book

ecclesiasticus also other significant fragments but
minor in number 15

cave III111illlii discovered march 1952
location about three fourths of a mile north of cave I1

in cliffs at a slightly lower elevation
contents two highly oxidized copper scrolls sup-

posedly containing an inventory of the community
treasures 16

cal museum until editing is completed then presumably they will be released
to the various donors

france was represented by fathers C barthelemy and J starckystarceyStarc ky england
by john allegro and john strugnell germany by claus hunnoaunno hunzinger
poland by father J T milik and the united states by monsignor patrick W
skehan and frank M cross jr

cross op cit ppap 233623 36
an elaboration of the book of genesis in aramaic mistakenly referred to

by the title apocalypse of lamech
an article in french which cataloguescataloguercatal ogues this material and is available in

english translation M baillet editing the manuscript fragments from qumaum
ran biblical archaeologist XIX 1956 ppap 759675 96

the two copper scrolls though actually one work were highly oxidized
and could not be manipulated on the spot without damaging the inscriptions
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murabbacurabba at discovered spring and summer 1952 addit-
ional materials were found in 1955

location caves inin the vicinity of wadi murabbacurabba at
at approximately twelve to fifteen miles south of
qumranquaran at1t

contents A seventh century BCB C palimpsest script
containing a list of names and numbers
thought to be the earliest papyrus written inin
hebrew ever found inin palestine

letters contracts and bible fragments inin greek
hebrew and aramaic some of which were left
by the remnants of bar kochbah s army inin
132135132155132152 135155 ADA D

A second century ADA D scroll of the minorminor proph-
ets 18

cave IV discovered summer 1952
location approximately two hundred yards from the

essene settlement in the marl terrace facing wadi
qumranquaran

contents thousands of manuscript fragments aj1j19

A biblical text fragments
manuscript of samuel 0 O

chronicles
numbers
three very old manuscripts

1 fragments from samuel dated ca
200 BCB C

2 A section of jeremiah
3 fragments from exodus

five pentateuchal manuscripts
fragments of job
deuteronomy 14 MSSmss2121

it was not until september of 1955 three years later that a workable plan was
devised to unroll them for a description of the technique used and a prelimi-
nary survey of the contents see J M allegro the7 he dead sea scrolls penguin
books 1956 p 184 also J T milik the copper document from cave 11II
qumranquaran biblical archaeologist XIX 1956 ppap 606460 64

the caves inin this area were likely used by refugee and brigand bands inin
old testament times david may have used some of these caves inin his flight
from saul 1 I samuel 221222 12 26126 1 f

As frank cross and others have pointed out this document contains all
of the minorminor prophets from the middle of joel to zechariahchanahZe it is probably the
most significant manuscript to come to light from this area

by march 1957 three hundred and eighty two manuscripts had been
identified one fourth of which were from biblical texts

this was likely the most significant as well as the best preserved biblical
document inin the entire collection for a detailed discussion see cross op cit
ppap 31 ftff

on the basis of numbers of manuscripts represented by the fragments it
would appear that deuteronomy isaiah psalms and the book of the twelve
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isaiah 12 MSS
psalms 10 MSS
book of the twelve prophets 8 MSS

B fragments from bible commentaries
psalms
hosea
isaiah
nahum 22

C fragments from apocryphal and pseudepi-
graphical manuscriptsmanuscripts2323

jubileesJubilees
psalms of joshua
tobit
testament of levi
testament of naphtali
enoch
apocryphal materials on daniel

D remnants from specifically sectarian works and
curiosities

recensionsrecessionsRecensions of the manual of discipline
the damascus document
numerous fragments containing prayers

laws blessings hymns and the wisdom
of the sect

astronomical observations based upon the
book of enoch

exposition of the book of moses
calendrical works related to the calculations

of feast days
caves V VI discovered summer 1952 in conjunction

with excavations at cave IV
location cave V located in the marl terrace just

north of cave IV
cave VI located above cave IV near the waterfall

of wadi qumranquaran
contents significant scroll fragments but minor in

quantity
caves VII X discovered spring 1955

location in the marl terrace near the qumranquaran site
contents water from the plateau and cliffs above

collapsed the roofs of these caves and had washed

prophets were the old testament books most important to the qumranquaran sect
12the fact that this work contained references to known historical persons

of the maccabean era established it as a significant document
pseudepigrapha false writings traditionally included all noncanonicalnon canonical

jewish writings written between ca 200 BC and ca 100loo100 AD with the excep-
tion of philo judaeus and josephus not included in the canon or the apocrypha
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away the bulk of the scroll manuscripts only
a few fragments were recovered

cave XI discovered
location south of cave III111ili slightly more than two

miles north of the qumranquaran plateau
contents book of psalms almost intact

copy of leviticus
fragments from a copy of the description of the

new jerusalem
A targum of job 2 4

II11

who were the people of the scrolls this question plagued
the scholars and to find the answer they commenced prelimin-
ary soundings on the qumranquaran plateau inin november 1951
several tombs were opened inin a nearby cemetery jars of the
same type as those found inin the caves were located among the
fortress ruinsruins but most interesting were the remnants of sev-
eral large water cisterns a community building containing a
kitchen dining hall workshop and most important a scriptori-
um with ink stands and writing tables As excavation proceeded
the connection among the buildings the cemetery the caves
and scrolls became clear this was the site of an ascetic com
munal type social order

khirbet qumranquaran proved to be the hub of a hellenistic
roman occupation spreading nearly two miles north along
the cliffs and some two miles south to the agricultural com-
plex at en feskhah the

solid
peopleeople of this broad settlement lived

inin caves tents and solid constructions but shared pottery
made inin a common kiln read common biblical and sectarian
scrolls operated a common irrigation system and as we shall
see depended on common stores of food and water furnished
by the installations of the community center 25

pottery chronology and radiocarbonradioradlo carbon dating of cloth frag-
ments supported by the findings of more than two hundred
coinscoins of the period indicated a three phase occupation of the
settlement 2621 1 the earliest scroll community built upon the

2theathethe teim targum originally meant translation it came to be used
specifically for aramaic translations of the hebrew

2crosscmosacrosscros op 11 p 41 itierheitle term therbethirbekhirbethirleirbe isis arabic for ruinruin the site
has been referred to as khirbet qumranquaran

ifor2forfor a detailed analysis of the historymstorastor of the community see james L kelso
the archaeology of qumranquaran journal of biblical literature september

1956 ppap 141146141 146 cross op atcit ppap 424842 48
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ruins of an old israelite fortress of the sixth century BC was
apparently established during the reign of alexander jannaeusJanna eus

10376103 76 BC 27 this settlement continued through the early
years of herod the great until it was partially destroyed by a
severe earthquake ca 31 BC it remained abandoned
through the duration of herod s rule 37437 4 BC 28

2 the site was settledresettledre during the reign of herod s son
archelaus 4 BC 6 AD and continued to prosper relatively
unchanged through the ministries of jesus and john the baptist
until the dark days of the jewish roman war 667066 70 AD
the community was destroyed in 68 AD after seige by roman
troops led by vespasian campaigning in the jericho area 212

members of the sect were either trapped and destroyed or else
they fled in either event they left their library concealed in
the caves nearby

3 afterward the site was remodeled and garrisoned by
the roman troops assigned to control sporadic resistance in the
north dead sea area it was abandoned near the turn of the
first century used again briefly by the army of bar kochbah in
the second jewish revolt 132135132 135 AD and finally left deso-
late until recent excavations in 19511951

numerous attempts have been made to identify the people
of the qumranquaran community and almost every sect of the period
of the second temple has been mentioned consensus today
overwhelmingly favors the essenesespenesEssenes the jewish religious sect
already partly known to scholarship through the writings of
philo judaeusJuda eus josephus and pliny the elder 30

the literature from the dead sea caves indicates that the
qumranquaran community was part of a general essene withdrawal
into the wilderness 31 the presence of female skeletons in the

eighty six coins represented the reign of alexander jannaeusJannaeus fifteen were
from the reign of john hyrcanushercanusHyrcanus 1I 134104134 104 BC

the earthquake toppled the community tower dropped the eastern side of
the complex and opened a crevasse through the center of the building area this
was undoubtedly the quake reported by josephus war of the jews book 1I

anfiviantiquitiesllestiesiles 0of the jews book XI wherein thirty thousand men lost their lives
Rroman0man ironiron arrowheadsarrow heads buried in the walls and blackened debris indicated

seige and conflagration
josephus wars of the jews books II11 111IIIlii V antiquities of the jews

books XIII XV and XVIII pliny contains only a brief reference
A pantry containing hundreds of bowls and dishes and the size of the

cemetery located nearby suggested a community from two hundred to four hun-
dred persons T H gaster F cross and others have maintained from refer
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cemetery and at least one reference in the scrolls to women and
children suggests to some scholars that strict asceticism was
not required 32 the scrolls however are somewhat ambiguous
on the subject of marriage

this sect believed that it was the new israel in the desert
that it was the faithful remnant spoken of by isaiah 33 the
mosaic exodus motif is clearly evident in their writings the
sons of light were to be encamped according to the priestly

arrangement of israel s desert encampment described in num-
bers 34 the sect maintained that the mosaic law had been per-
verted by the jerusalem priesthood and that it was their destiny
to proclaim the correct interpretations of the law to preserve
the covenant of god s chosen people and as a consequence to
guarantee for israel the continuing guidance of deity until the
end of the age note however that while the essenesespenes opposed
the jerusalem culture rejected its priesthood its temple rituals
and calendar it was strongly jewish in general orientation
though interpreted differently by the sect the law remained
central as did priesthood sacrifice and the concept of the
covenant 35

one of the most interesting features of qumranquaran theology
concerns its doctrine of the end of the age the abundance of
apocalyptic expressions among the scrolls obviously drawn
from apocryphal and pseudepigraphical sources was not acci-
dental 36 apocalyptic literature contained a definitive sense of
group destiny which was undoubtedly attractive to the essenesespenes

encesances in philo pliny and josephus that qumranquaran was but one encampment
though likely the chief encampment of the essenesespenes in palestine

see william S lasor A preliminary reconstruction of judaism in the
time of the second temple in the light of the published qumranquaran materials
abstracts of dissertations university of southern california 1956 p 463
cross suggests that there may have been two orders of essenesespenes within the com-
munity one married and secular and the other a larger body priestly and
celibate

331saiahisaiah 81618816 18 1920231920251920 2523
34cf the order of battle 321 4 11 73773 7 and numbers 21521 5 4 10

172817 28
the founder of the sect the teacher of righteousness was himself a

priest of the legitimate zadokite line
apocalyptic3apocalyptic literature widely circulated within the jewish community in

the period 200 BC 100 AD but largely rejected from the canon by norma-
tive judaism strongly reflected a psychology of crisis and tension expectation of
a cataclysmic revolutionary end of the age cast in vivid and visionary figures
was characteristic of this literature
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at a time when historical events suggested a negation of the
whole of jewish theology they believed that the end was imim-
minent that during the final stage a mighty battle would be
fought between the forces of good and evil and that ultimately
this world and evil would be destroyed it was not strange
therefore that the document order of battle for the sons of
light should appear

to men who believed that the final age was indeed at
hand preparations for this war were a matter of imminent
and urgent concern they had to have a detailed plan of cam-
paign the war of the sons of light and the sons of dark-
ness isis such a plan a kind of G H Q manual for the guid-
ance of the brotherhood at armageddon 17j

III111ili
the importance of the scrolls for old testament new

testament and jewish studies can hardly be overestimated
fragments have been identified from every book of the old
testament canon with the exception of esther sir frederick
kenyon s classical declaration that hebrew texts older than the
masoretic would never be found has been invalidated some
old testament materials of the dead sea scrolls predate the
masoretic by at least eight or nine hundred years 38 also variavarlavaria-
tions from this standard text inin fragments from the book of
samuel proved to be startling inin that they appeared to follow
the greek versionversion ieie the septuagint rather than the masore-
tic this discovery has reopened the issueissue of the significance
of the septuagint sincesince it points to the existence of a different
and possibly older hebrew text than the one finally adopted
by the jews aj1j

the probproblemleniieni of the scrolls and the new testament has
been the catalyst responsible for the wide interest inin the
qumranquaran discoveries it isis as a potential threat to christianity
its claims and its doctrines that the scrolls have caught the
imagination of the laymen and clergy 41

what then isis the relevance of the qumranqurnranquaran community for

37gaster op0 atcitcirclr p 276
sir frederick kenyon as quoted by allegro opf atcli p 50

aheihe term masoreticmasureticmasoreficMas uretic from the hebrew madorahmasorahMa sorah tradition refers to
the hebrew text of the old testament established as the standard or accepted
text by the jewish scribes masoretesMasoretes inin the period 600600goo AD 1000 AD

krister stendahl ed the scrolls and jaethezae new testamentTesramentlament new york
harper and brothers publishers 1957 p 1
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the christian church and the new testament do the scrolls
establish historical connections between the two religious com-
munitiesmuni ties and if so to what extent did the early christian church
rely upon essene theology and practices it is to this and to
related problems that we now turn our attention

it has been generally conceded among new testament
scholars that pharisaic judaism represented the jewish norm
during the formative period in christian history that pharisaic
judaism was the one central stream through which the old
testament heritage was transmitted but does this assumption
oversimplify the actual historical situation have peripheral
jewish elements from a broader jewish milieu been overlooked
two aspects of early christian life and practice its communal
life reflected in acts and its end of the age motif for example
obviously did not originate in normative judaism 41 it might be
explained that these emphases were original to christianity it
is interesting however that commualcommunal life and the apocalyptic
view were strongly characteristic of the essene community at
qumranquaran whose members lived under a communal order shar-
ing kitchen quarters treasures and clothing their library was
unusual for its collection of apocalyptic literature commenting
upon this phenomenon frank cross says the essenesespenes proved
to be the bearers and in no small part the producers of the
apocalyptic tradition in judaism 42

two conclusions therefore seem to be borne out by the
evidence 1 that there was in the first century of the chris-
tian era a broader complex of jewish belief and practice than
that which was prescribed by pharisaic judaism and 2 the
christian church in some particulars stood closer to jewish
heretical sects than to normative judaism it may be as cross
suggests that the church was a continuation of the communal
and apocalyptic tradition of the qumranquaran sect according to
oscar cullmann

there had to be some link between early christianity and
the somewhat esoteric late jewish enoch literature for the
form of messianic hope in which the expectation of the son
of man coming on the clouds of heaven replaces the jewish
national expectation of a jewish messiah is foundroundlound only on the

acts 244 f 43435434 35
cross op cit p 147
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fringe of judaism especially in the enoch literature and this
form of messianic hope isis the one to which the gospels testify

but until now we have lacked the outer frame of refer-
ence within which it would be possible to conceive of a con-
nection between primitive christianity and this specially
slanted sort of judaism does the essene sect now better
known offer us this frame of reference 41

let us now examine a number of specific parallels between
the two groups

the name this isis perhaps a minor point nevertheless
it contributes to the total perspective the qumranquaran community
referred to itself as the new covenant a term which imme-
diately reminds one of the name new testament in christian
literature both groups were followers of the way although
its connotations as a specific discipline undoubtedly differed 44

the Organiorganizallonorganizationzallon the essenesespenes appeared to have been a
lay as well as a priestly organization priests regulated cultic
affairs of the sect but laymen apparently directed common re-
ligious practices as well as the secular life of the community
mature members of the group constituted an overallover all governing
body or assembly called the rahmimrahbimrabbim many A similar council
or assembly functioned in the early christian church 45

A special body consisting of twelve laymen and three priests
functioned as a higher judicatory within the congregation these
men were schooled to 11 perfection in the law with the special
assignment to set the standard for the practice of truth
righteousness and justice the twelve and the three cross
suggested were types of the twelve tribes of ancient israel and
the three clans of levi 47 also inin the heirarchyheirarchy of officials was
an overseer with status comparable to that of high priest he
was the actual head of the assembly the director of labor and
the teacher and examiner of the novices parallels with the

twelve inin acts are significant but attempts to associate the
three priests with the inner circle of three peter james and
john and to claim connection between the overseer and
the christian bishop cannot be maintained with any degree of

stendahl op0 atcitcirclr p 20
actsats 224 2414 22

pactsacts4acts 1512 62 5
w manual of discipline 811981 19

cross op cit ppap 174 175
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certainty from the manual of disciplinedisciplined it would be difficult
to claim christian dependence upon the essenesespenes in all of these
particulars there was ample precedent for such organization
in the old testament particularly from jewish literature re-
flectingflecting the mosaic era

central ordinances two ordinances appear to have
been basic to the essene community at qumranquaran baptism and
the communal mealmeat the presence of several cisterns for water
among the ruinsruins suggested the significance of ablutions for the
sect references in the scroll texts support this contention for
the essenesespenesEssenes jewish society generally had become defiled
baptism preceded by two years of probation and repentance
was required of all initiates as a mark of ceremonial and moral
cleanliness it is significant to note however that ablutions were
not sufficient for expurgation of all iniquities

he cannot be cleared by mere ceremonies of atonement
nor cleansed by any waters of ablution nor sanctified by im-
mersion in lakes or rivers nor purified by any bath unclean
unclean he remains so long as he rejects the government of
god and refuses the discipline of communion with him
only by a spirit of uprightness and humility can his sin be
atoned only by the submission of his soul to all of the
ordinances of god can his flesh be made clean 41

john s baptism and his indictment of the jews for their cor-
ruption are strikingly parallel

you brood of vipers who warned you to flee from the
wrath to come bear fruit that befits repentance and do not
presume to say to yourselves we have abraham as our
fathers 50

there seems to be no doubt that the qumranquaran essenesespenes at-
tached special cult meaning to the communal meal

and at every place where there are ten men of the coun-
cil of the community there shall also be a priest and each is

to set before him according to his own rank and when
the table is prepared for eating or wine for drinking the

the damascus document is the chief source on the overseer mebaggerme bagger
in the qumranquaran manual taken by itself the mebaggerme bagger is not sufficient to justify

such a comparison from B 0 reickebeicke the constitution of the primitive
church in the light of jewish documents theologi5chetheologischeTheolo gische zeitschriftZeit schrift 10 1954
ppap 9511395 113 as translated in stendahl op atcitcli ppap 143156145156143145 156

manual of discipline 331233 12
matthew 37937 9
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priest shall first raise his hand so that the first portion of the
wine be blessed 5 1

this may appear to be nothing more than a recitation of a few
rites of conduct emily post style including proper respect for
ecclesiastical superiors the adjuncts to the manual of disci-
pline however clearly point to a ritual meal anticipating the
messianic banquet at the end of the age 52 karl kuhn is of the
opinion that each communal meal was preceded by a bath of
purification but his reconstruction cannot be sustained without
the additional evidence from josephus 53

there are remarkable similarities between the cult ritual and
the new testament accounts of jesus last meal with the
twelve particularly if it is true as kuhn suggests that the
earlier christian communal meal was in fact a complete meal
eaten daily in anticipation of the second coming the church
kuhn concludes later eliminated the complete aspect of the
meal and limited celebration to the sabbath 54

common theological language very early in scroll re-
search points of contact between the gospel of john and es-
sene concepts and terminology were noted A modified dualis-
tic orientation is prevalent in both john and the essene docu-
ments involving a struggle between two opposing principles
light and truth versus darkness and evil the phraseology is

similar such expressions as light of life sons of light
life eternal and spirit of truth all familiar to the reader

of the fourth gospel are also available in essene diction as is
the unusual emphasis given the symbols water and light 55

similarly an esoteric gnostic like treatment of revelation and
knowledge also appears in qumranquaran thought 56 the gift of
revelation for example was not made known through the
flesh but through the spirit knowledge was revealed and be

61 manual of discipline 61661 6
adjuncts to the rule of the community 21722217 22 published by D bar-

thelemythe lemy J T milik et al quaranqumran cave 1I discoveries in the judean desert
1 oxford 1955 ppap ill111iiiliiili ff

karl G kuhn oberjberaber den ursprunglichenursprung lichen sinn des abendmahlesAbend mahles und sein
verhaltnisverhatnis zu den gerneinschaftsmahlengemeinschaftsmahlen der sektenschrift evangeliscbeevangelischeEvangelische the
ologie 10 195051 ppap 50827508 27 translated and revised in stendahl op circitclrc lt
ppap 659365 93

stendahl op cit p 72
mcfmcgcf john 17917 9 315 16 21 812 1236

for a discussion of knowledge in the scrolls see W D davies
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longed to the community wicked jews however operated
only at the level of the physical and the literal the parallels
with john are readily discernible

all of this points to a evaluationreevaluationre of the arguments for
the date and origin of the fourth gospel many of the concepts
and terms judged to be greek in background and therefore
late now may be identified with earlier jewish sources evi-
dence to date is not conclusive but the possibilities for a fresh
approach are encouraging

to this point we have dealt primarily with the parallels and
we have noted some correspondence in institutional or organi-
zationalzat ional forms and ordinances as well as similarities in theo-
logical language and concepts I1 should like to point out as
some apologists have failed to do that there were also signifi-
cant differences between the qumranquaran community and the new
testament church

1 both groups lived in anticipation of the end of the age
in both the figure of a messiah was a prominent characteristic
however for the christian that messianic figure had been
identified as jesus such identification constituted a major
theological break between the two groups observe particularly
in paul s letters to the galatians and to the romans how the
legal and priestly framework of judaism was completely tran-
scended through the mission of christ for paul the cross
brought freedom from the law there seems to be no attempt
on his part as in qumranquaran to preserve the sacrificial system and
the law or to return to the temple galatians has long been
accepted as the christian declaration of independence from
judaism including the essene brand of judaism granted
there were parallels in concepts and terminology but the chris-
tian focus on jesus as the son of man as the heavenly christ
produced a theological orientation markedly different from the
doctrines developed by the essenesespenesEssenes

2 while the christian communal meal and its initiatory
rites of baptism indicated certain possible points of contact with
the qumranquaran sect opposing emphases were rather prominent
for the essenesespenesEssenes only initiates who had proved themselves for
two years could participate in the meal moreover the physically

knowledge in the dead sea scrolls and mt 1125301125 30 harvard theological
review 46 1953 ppap 113129113 129
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disabled the maimed and the blind were probably excluded
from the rite such exclusiveness was not characteristic of jesus
his mission concerned the healing of the sick and the gathering
of the poor and the sinners in addition the essenesespenes seem to
have been extremely sensitive about ecclesiastical rank they
sat at table ate and spoke according to prescribed rules of
status 57 in contrast jesus broke with all such legal formalities
he rebuked his disciples for their eagerness to be first and
greatest 58 he taught meekness and modesty he denounced the
scribes and phariseesPharisees for their love of the places of honor at
feasts and for their concern for the best seats in the syna-
gogues 59

in addition note the requirement of a two year probation
before baptism and the possibility that the essenesespenes re baptized
in connection with their annual renewal of the covenant also
consider kuhn s suggestion that members were required a daily
ablution in preparation for the communal meal 60

3 the most convincing evidence for the uniqueness of
christianity in contrast with the qumranquaran sect concerns the spirit
of jesus teaching

you have heard that it was said you shall love your
neighbor and hate your enemy but I1 say to you love your
enemies and pray for those who persecute you for if you
love those who love you what reward have you61you 61

love even for one s enemies was basic in the message of jesus
compare this emphasis with statements from the manual of
discipline

it is the duty of members to love whom god has
elected and to hate everyone whom he has rejected to
hate all of the sons of darkness lift their voices and
speak cursed art thou 62

and these are the regulations of conduct for every man
that would seek the inner vision in these times touching what
he is to love and what he is to hate

he is to bear unremitting hatred towards all men of ill
repute and to be minded to keep in seclusion from them 63

manual of discipline 61861 8
matthew 2026282026 28 2311 12
the parable of the chief seats luke 14124141 24 also matthew 235
stendahl op cit ppap 67 68
matthew 543 44 46
manual of discipline 14 10 24

63ibidibid 92123921 23
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nowhere are jesus and the essenesespenes more sharply contrasted
the spirit of the two is diametrically opposed

were jesus and john the baptist members of the qumranquaran
sect it seems entirely possible that both of these new testa-
ment figures were familiar with the practices of the essenesespenes and
knew of their teachings but while there seem to be some points
of contact between them there is ample evidence that jesus
was opposed to their narrow exclusiveness to their legal and
priestly approach to the law to their excessive otherworldlyother worldly
views and to their calculated and militaristic hatred of their
enemies while the evidence for john s identification with the
essenesespenes at qumranquaran is inconclusive there is no evidence what-
ever that jesus was associated with this sect

thus jesus by no means followed essene thought inin all
and every particular but on the contrary he sometimes taught
and acted in diametrical opposition to it he is also distin-
guished from the essenesespenes by the fact that he decisively reject-
ed all excessive features wheneverwheneer the meaning of the
rule had been perverted into its opposite by the EsseespenesessenesesseaesEssenesaes
eschatological yearning as in the case of the tightening of the
sabbath regulations jesus words and deeds provided the
sharpest rejection 644

in summary then what is to be said for the scrolls
1 they have been tremendously important for old testa-

ment new testament and jewish studies to date the major
contributions however remain inin the area of strict scholastic
research text studies studies in the change of language in his-
torical connections and cultural settings no specific theology
has been proved

2 there seems to be ample evidence that the stage for the
early christian drama involved peripheral jewish elements as
well as the central stream represented by pharisaic judaism
nevertheless it should be remembered that the essenesespenes were
a jewish sect they were not christians

3 certain correlation between the christian church and
the qumranquaran community may be noted particularly in organiza

kurt schubert the sermon on the mount trans from theologischeTheolo gische
quawQuanquaintisequantisequartakchriftdisetise hift 135155 1955 ppap 3232732 327 in stendahl vpup cit p 128
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tion some ordinances and theological language and concepts
however the christology of paul faith in christ as the mes-
siah and the centrality of love in the teachings of jesus sharply
delineate the christian gospel whatever is claimed for the
essenesespenes as the prototype of christianity it most certainly must
remain clear that the spirit of jesus teachings and the vitality
of the early christian church were not derived from the manual
of Dimidisciplinepline


